Local Community Experience
Case Study: Woodberry Teahouse

The Tour of Britain is an opportunity for local businesses and communities on route of each stage
to celebrate and embrace cycling as the race comes past their front door, as well as maximise
on business opportunities from increased customers and visitors.
We spoke to Clare Reaney owner of the Woodberry Teahouse Café & Shop in Farnsfield,
which was along the 2018 Stage Seven route of the Tour of Britain, about her experience
of the race and what her, her partner Daniel Nightingale and her team did to make
the most out of it.

How did you plan for the race coming to your area?
“As it was the second year in a row the race had come past our door we were
better prepared. The first year we didn’t anticipate how busy it would be so
this year we decided to create a reduced themed menu, which we promoted
locally, including the OVO Energy Tour of Britain logo, which we downloaded
from the press pack available on the Tour of Britain website. We anticipated
the weather, providing cover on our outside seats, and made sure we had
options for customers to take food away quickly.”

How did you make your cafe a popular spot for people to
come and watch the race?
“We decorated the building inside and out with yellow, blue and green
bunting. This was alongside our bike garden planters filled with bright
yellow flowers.
“From midday we advertised a special menu – our ‘Tour of Britain Lunch
Pit Stop’ - this included pulled pork cobs, bicycle burgers and bicycle lemon
cupcakes. This menu was available to eat in and takeaway and, for the
first time, we set up a quick takeaway food and drink kiosk outside. Quick
service was something we struggled with last year due to the sheer volume
of extra customers. We also put up a temporary cover over on our outside
terrace as rain was forecast.”
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For more information on how to get your community involved, contact harleighH@thetour.co.uk
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What was race day like?
“Super busy! We had our normal busy breakfast service and just
before the race came through we had an influx of people including
three cycle clubs. The special menu was the best idea as it enabled
us to serve people quicker, while providing something special for
the day. All customers poured out on to the street to watch the race
go straight past our door. Afterwards we had a full house for tea and
cake, plus more cycle clubs. There was a great sense of community
and excitement that Farnsfield was getting national TV coverage.”

How did the event impact on your business and trade?
“Two years in a row the Tour of Britain has given us one of our biggest
trade days of the year – on a par with bank holidays. It has also brought
us new customers – particularly cyclists, which is excellent as the
Southwell Cycle Trail is a stone’s throw away from our door. It allowed
us to get involved with the local community as we all pulled together to
decorate the village.”

What would you say to other businesses that are
local to a stage of the Tour of Britain?
“It’s a great opportunity to get involved with the local community and
excellent for trade. If you’re along the route then be prepared to be
busy and, if you can, put on themed specials that you can promote
but also help you better serve the public. “
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